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Abstract—PETALO (Positron Emission TOF Apparatus based
on Liquid xenOn) exploits the unique characteristics of liquid
xenon as a scintillator for use in a PET detector. Here initial
simulation studies are detailed which highlight the potential of
such a detector and outline the steps taken in the reconstruction
of 511 keV gamma rays and in the full PET image reconstruction.
In particular, a neural network-based approach is conceived in
order to tag gamma rays that are poorly reconstructed due to
Compton scattering. It is found that though a significant fraction
of events undergo Compton scattering, not all of these events will
necessarily be poorly reconstructed. Further study is necessary to
determine whether or not an online implementation of the neural
network-based event tagging will provide sufficient recovery of
the image quality.
Index Terms—PET, liquid xenon, tomography

I. I NTRODUCTION

fully exploited. A deeper processing of the light distribution
acquired by the detector could enhance its performance. Monte
Carlo analysis of the gamma ray detection process shows
a remarkable amount of events that, although affected by
Compton scattering, introduce a negligible deviation in final
position estimation. In this paper a novel processing technique
based on a hardware-implemented neural network inside the
readout is proposed. This new element would provide a quality
tagging mechanism which measures the potential position
reconstruction error due to Compton scattering during event
detection. This information would be available in the first stage
of the data acquisition system, allowing for early rejection
of the worst events thus further reducing data traffic. Also
reconstructed image quality may be improved by adding a
confidence level parameter to the accepted events.

L

IQUID xenon presents several advantages as a detection
medium in PET. Its fast time response and high scintillation yield allow for the construction of large area detectors
with customizable shape which are required for full body PET
scanners. The PETALO (Positron Emission TOF Apparatus
based on Liquid xenOn) continuous detector concept is based
on a cylindrical structure with its outer wall covered by a
densely packed array of VUV sensitive silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) and a layer of liquid xenon acting as scintillator
medium.
In order to benefit fully from PETALO’s capabilities a
readout architecture was designed to handle the large amount
of data generated by the detector without degrading timing
characteristics. Image compression techniques have been applied to relieve data link speed requirements making readout
more affordable in terms of cost and complexity. However
the true potential of the continuous detector has not yet been
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Fig. 1. PETALO cryostat (above) and outer surface instrumented with SiPMs
(bottom).

II. T HE PETALO D ETECTOR
The PETALO detector geometry [1] consists of a ringshaped volume filled with liquid xenon cooled by a cryostat
(see Figure 1). One or both inward-facing surfaces may be
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instrumented with SiPMs, which capture most of the scintillation light with fewer distortions due to border effects
than other continuous scintillator based detectors [2]. For
optimal performance, PETALO uses densely packed arrays of
VUV sensitive SiPMs that allow for maintaining LXe timing
properties and give better resolution specifications compared
to previous LXe-based detectors [3].
In order to take advantage of PETALO’s potentially outstanding characteristics, a readout architecture has been designed with the following specifications in mind:
• The readout must be fully expandable to any detector
size with minimum cost in complexity.
• The architecture of the readout must be compatible with
the continuous design of the detector.
• The amount of information generated per detected event
is much higher than that of a segmented detector, and
data acquisition electronics must be able to handle this.
• The time of flight (TOF) resolution must be the same
for any detector size, and degradation due the behavior
of the electronics should remain negligible compared to
the intrinsic detector resolution.
One potential issue in a LXe-based PET is Compton scattering. An incident 511 keV gamma ray may undergo Compton
scattering,
a) outside the active region. In this case the observed
gamma ray will have less than 511 keV total energy.
Such events can be eliminated by an energy cut, and
therefore the efficiency with which this can be done is
dependent on the energy resolution of the detector.
b) inside the active region. For these gamma rays the entire
energy will be observed, but the pattern of scintillation
observed on the SiPMs will not be that of a single
pointlike interaction. This could affect the reconstructed
location of the interaction and therefore give an improperly reconstructed line of response (LOR), as detailed in
Fig. 2.

a gamma ray that performs a single Compton scatter and then
proceeds to deposit the remainder of its energy in the active
volume may travel a short distance (negligible compared to
the resolution of PETALO), or it may travel a much longer
distance (several cm). It may also deposit most of its energy
in the Compton scatter, or very little. As shown in Fig. 3, it is
most likely that a 511 keV gamma ray leaves of order half of its
energy in the initial interaction and travels less than 1 cm before
interacting again. However, some leave very little energy in
the initial scatter, and some travel a significant distance before
interacting again. A simulation-based study was conducted to
investigate how this effects the operation of PETALO.

Fig. 3. Fraction of total energy deposited in Compton scatter vs. maximum
distance traveled between two Compton scatters in LXe.

III. S IMULATION
To drive the initial studies presented here, a Geant4-based
[4] simulation was performed for a full-body sized PETALO
detector geometry. This was a ring of about 1.94 m in extent
(along the z-axis) and inner and outer radii of approximately 38
and 41 cm filled with LXe. The inside of the outer ring was instrumented with SiPMs placed in 278 rings of 368 sensors with
a 7 mm pitch. In the simulation, back-to-back 511 keV gamma
rays were emitted from individual points chosen randomly
according to a 3D phantom. The scintillation produced when
the gamma rays interacted in the xenon was recorded by the
SiPMs, and the resulting light patterns were saved along with
the true energy deposited and timing information. Events in
which the total measured energy in the SiPMs corresponding to
each gamma ray deposition was found to be between within a
suitable range (1050 and 1300 photoelectrons) were considered
coincidences. An example of the SiPM signals corresponding
to a coincidence is shown in Fig. 4. For each coincidence, the
(z, φ) positions of the two gamma rays were reconstructed as
z=

Fig. 2. Compton scattering within the active volume.

Compton scattering is common (∼ 80% of 511 keV gamma
ray interactions) in LXe, and can vary in severity. For example,

1 X
1 X
zi qi , φ =
φi q i ,
Qz q >q
Qφ q >q
i

t,z

i

(1)

t,φ

where qi , zi , and φi are the charge, z-coordinate, and φcoordinate of SiPM i and qt,z and qt,φ are charge thresholds
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Fig. 4. SiPM responses for an event in which two 511 keV gamma rays were detected in coincidence.

for including the contribution of SiPM i, both set to 4 photoelectrons in this study. Qz and Qφ are the total SiPM charges
contributing to the calculation of the respective coordinate,
Qz =

X

qi , Q φ =

qi >qt,z

X

qi .

(2)

qi >qt,φ

and 11 mm and two “cold” spheres of radii 14 and 18.5 mm.
All spheres were placed with centers at z = 0 and at a radius
of 114.4 mm from the origin. A “cold” cylinder of length
40 mm and radius 22 mm was placed, also centered at the
origin. These entities were enclosed in a “background” sphere
of radius 85 mm, centered at the origin. The activities of the
different regions were assigned as follows: “hot” = 4, “cold” =
0, and “background” = 1. The phantom was constructed with
a resolution of 1 mm, and a 5 mm z-slice centered at z = 0 is
shown in Fig. 10, top left.

Fig. 5. Profile of the radial coordinate vs. the variance of the coordinate φ. To
2 ) is read off of this curve given
reconstruct the radial coordinate, r = fr (σφ
2
σφ determined from the sensor information.

The radial coordinate r was computed as
r=

fr (σφ2 ),

for

σφ2

1 X
=
(φi − φ)2 qi ,
Qφ q >q
i

(3)

t,φ

with φ as defined in equation 1. The function fr (σ 2 ) which
yields the radial coordinate as a function of variance in φ is
shown in Fig. 5.
The simulated phantom was similar to the NEMA [5] IQ
phantom, consisting of four “hot” spheres of radii 5, 6.5, 8.5

Fig. 6. An example of a single-gamma (511 keV) deposition in which
Compton scattering lead to two clearly separated energy depositions.

The errors in the reconstructed coordinates (r, φ, z) for individual gamma rays are shown in Fig. 7 (above). Note the log
scale for the intensity. Poorly reconstructed events are likely to
be due to Compton scattering producing a non-pointlike light
distribution on the SiPMs (see Fig. 6). However, because of the
range of possibilities in the amount of energy deposited in the
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Fig. 7. Error matrices (true − reconstructed) for coordinates r, φ, and z from Geant4 simulated coincidence (above). Note that only individual gammas
for which the majority (≥ 99.5%) of the total observed SiPM charge could be enclosed in a 20x20 window (this cut eliminated the gamma depositions that
were greatly spread out due to, for example, Compton scattering; it eliminated about 4% of the total number of gamma depositions). Cosine of the angle
between the true and reconstructed LORs vs. error (true − reconstructed) in each coordinate r, φ, and z (below). Note that the error is the maximum for each
coordinate of those computed for each of the two gammas involved in determining the LOR. Furthermore, for each coordinate, the errors in the other two
coordinates have been restricted: for r, only events with −0.02 < φ − error < 0.02 and 5 mm < z − error < 5 mm are shown; for φ, only events with
5 mm < r − error < 5 mm and 5 mm < z − error < 5 mm are shown; for z, only events with −0.02 < φ − error < 0.02 and 5 mm < r − error < 5 mm
are shown.

Compton scatter and in the distance traveled before interacting
again, not all events will show two clear sites of energy
deposition. Some Compton scatters may even give a large error
in one of the reconstructed coordinates but not appreciably
affect the LOR. Figure 7 examines this by showing the cosine
of the angle between the true and reconstructed LORs vs.
the maximum error (out of each of the two gammas involved
in determining the LOR) in each coordinate, with the errors
in the other two coordinates restricted. The plot shows that
independently varying the r-error does not necessarily affect
the reconstruction of the LOR, while reconstruction errors in φ
and z alone are more likely to cause a misaligned LOR. This
is likely due to “soft” Compton scatters in which very little
energy is left in the initial scatter, and a second photoelectric
interaction is detected after the gamma has traveled some
distance in r. The Compton scattering angle is in this case
small, and therefore the LOR is not significantly affected,
despite a large error in r.
In section IV we discuss a neural-network based approach
for identifying potentially problematic Compton scatters, and
in section V we take an initial look at how such events may
affect the final reconstruction.
IV. N EURAL N ETWORK -BASED E RROR P REDICTION
A wide variety of Compton scattering scenarios exist, and it
is difficult to draw a clear line between a Compton scatter that
is harmless to the reconstruction and one that is significant.
Therefore we have attempted to train a neural network to

predict the error in a reconstructed coordinate. With such a tool
we can later decide how much error is too much and attempt
to remove events that the network claims will produce such an
error. From Fig. 7 (bottom), we can see that an error in φ or
z is more likely to indicate a poorly reconstructed LOR, so in
the following example we consider the coordinate z.
To train the network, the SiPM responses were split into two
regions corresponding to the two 511 keV gamma interactions,
and from each region a 20x20 window was placed around
the most active SiPMs (as in Fig. 4). Gamma rays which had
more than 99.5% of their charge outside this 20x20 window
(about 4%) were discarded. A fully-connected neural network
was constructed, consisting of a 400-value input layer (the
flattened 20x20 array of SiPM responses), four layers of 64,
32, 16, and 8 neurons respectively, and an output layer of 1
neuron which gave the predicted value of the magnitude of
the reconstructed z-error (normalized to the range of 0-1). The
network was built and trained using Keras [6] (Tensorflow [7]
backend) with 175000 training samples, 5% of which were
used as a validation set. The predicted z-error magnitudes
for 48700 gamma rays not included in the training/validation
phase are shown vs. the magnitude of the true z-error in Fig.
8, along with the reconstructed z-error magnitude vs. true
coordinate z before and after a cut on the predicted error of
|z−error|predicted < 12 mm. The cut reduced the total number
of gamma rays by about 15%. A histogram of the z-error
magnitudes before and after the cut is also shown in Fig. 9.
These results show that a neural network can be used to
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Fig. 8. True magnitude in z-error for reconstructed individual gamma rays vs. predicted value given by the trained neural network for 48700 test events (left).
True magnitude of z-error vs. true z-position for these events (middle), and the same for the events remaining after application of a cut on the predicted error
of |z−error|predicted < 12.

Fig. 9. True magnitude in the z-error for reconstructed individual gamma
rays for events before and after a cut on the neural-network-predicted error of
|z−error|predicted < 12.

significantly reduce the number of poorly reconstructed gamma
depositions while removing relatively fewer well-reconstructed
depositions. However, further quantification using methods
beyond those presented in section V will be required to
determine if such a tool would actually be useful in the overall
reconstruction. Should such a tool prove beneficial, the end
goal would be to develop a system in which the network is
integrated into the readout electronics and performs tagging of
individual gamma ray depositions on-the-fly. Initial attempts at
implementing neural networks on an FPGA using the PYNQ
[8] development board and code adapted from the spooNN
project [9] have shown that such a network is likely to execute
fast enough (∼ 10 µs) to operate online as part of the PETALO
readout electronics.
V. P RELIMINARY R ECONSTRUCTION
Here we describe preliminary results on the reconstruction
of a single z-slice of the simulated NEMA IQ phantom. The
main goals of this initial work were to get a general idea of:
• the extent to which Compton scattering will negatively
affect the reconstruction in PETALO, and
• to what extent the inclusion of TOF information would
improve the reconstruction.
To obtain enough coincidences for a reasonable reconstruction, a fast Monte Carlo was developed which generated

random points of emission according to the same phantom
as described in section III but used the error matrices shown
in Fig. 7 (top) to cast random values for the reconstructed
coordinates rather than simulating the full propagation of the
gamma rays, generation and detection of scintillation, and
sensor-based reconstruction. In particular, for each emission
point a random emission direction was determined, and two
random radii were chosen according to the distribution of
the radial coordinate determined in the Geant4 simulation.
From this information, the “true” interaction points of the
two gammas could be determined, and random values for
the errors on the coordinates (r, φ, z) for each gamma ray
were cast using the error matrices. In this way, approximately
850 000 coincidences were generated. Note that the angle of
the gamma ray emission with the z-axis was restricted so that
the magnitude of its cosine was less than 0.309, corresponding
to an “opening angle” of 0.1π. This was done because only
LORs whose angle with the z-axis met this restriction were
included in the sinograms.
The reconstruction was performed using STIR [10] and the
Python-STIR interface SIRF [11]. In particular, pre-release
versions of STIR and SIRF were used which allowed for the
inclusion of TOF in the reconstruction as implemented in [12].
Sinograms were produced by computing the intersection of
each LOR with 64 φ-planes spanning axial angles from 0 to π.
The planes were centered about z = 0 and had a thickness of 5
mm in z. The distance, perpendicular to the z-axis, between the
point of intersection and the center of the plane was recorded in
180 bins. When TOF was employed, sinograms were computed
for 13 different TOF bins for TOFs in the range of ± 2 ns. The
“true” TOF was used, i.e. without simulation of the procedure
of computing the TOF from the sensor responses, and was
calculated as the difference in distances traveled by the two
gamma rays divided by the speed of light. A resolution of 200
ps was assumed in the reconstruction algorithm.
Figure 10 shows reconstructed images for 20 iterations of
Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM) with 4
subsets. The images were reconstructed with a size of 60x60,
corresponding to 3 mm bin width in each dimension. The
simulated distribution is shown along with the result assuming
no errors in the reconstruction of the individual gamma ray
interaction points with TOF information (True + TOF) and
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Simulated Phantom

True + TOF

Reco + TOF

True, no TOF

Reco, no TOF

Fig. 10. Preliminary reconstruction in a full-body PETALO detector. A 5 mm slice of the simulated phantom is shown (top left). Reconstruction based on ∼850
000 simulated LORs is shown using the true gamma ray interaction points with TOF (top middle) and without TOF (top right), and the randomly generated
reconstructed gamma ray locations with TOF (bottom left) and without TOF (bottom right).

without TOF (True, no TOF), and assuming the error matrices
shown in Fig. 7 (top) with TOF (Reco + TOF) and without
TOF (Reco, no TOF). While it is clear that using the true
gamma interaction positions produces the sharpest image, it is
not dramatically different qualitatively than that produced with
the reconstructed interaction points and TOF. This can also
be seen by examining the radial profiles shown in Fig. 11.
The inclusion of TOF alone also seems to produce a clearer
image. However, these results will need to be quantified more
rigorously to measure more precisely the impact of TOF and
Compton scattering.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Initial simulation studies show that Compton scattering is
not likely to present an unsurmountable problem in PETALO
reconstruction, and that TOF is likely to significantly improve
reconstruction capabilities. A proof-of-concept of a neural
network-based solution for eliminating potential poorly reconstructed events has also been presented. Future studies include
further quantification of these results and the development of
an initial prototype, currently under construction at the time of
this writing.
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Fig. 11. Radial profiles of the reconstructed images in Fig. 10, in which the
values of the pixels are shown along a circle passing through the centers of the
5 spheres placed at r = 50 cm in the phantom. In each case the profile was
normalized to a maximum intensity of 4 and is shown with the true profile for
the simulated phantom.

